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Jolanta Wojtkowska, Stanisław Głowacki, Marian Jaskóła, Zbigniew Moroz,
Wojciech Ratyński, Piotr Kędzierzawski, Piotr Żółtowski: Search for a
nuclear signature of the electrolytically induced cold fusion. The neutron
flux from the Pd-Pt electrolytic cell filled with D2O+D2SO4. and D2O+LiOD
was measured to search for the effect published recently by Fleishmann and
Pons /l/ and Jones et al. /2/ i .e . for the "cold fusion" induced in the deu-
terium stored in the palladium electrode. The fast-neutron "long counter",
the scintillation detector with the NE - 213 liquid scintillator and with the
PSD gamma-neutron distinguishing system and the scintillation detector of
fast-neutron and/or gamma-ray bursts were used. No direct correlation was
observed between the neutron flux measured in the presence or absence of
the electrolysis. The upper limit is given for the neutron flux induced bv
the process under study.

Jolanta Wojtkowska, Stanisław Głowacki, Marian Jaskóła, Zbigniew Moroz,
Wojciech Ratyński, Piotr Kędzierzawski, Piotr Żółtowski: Poszukiwanie
promieniowania jądrowego jako efektu zimnej fuzji w elektrodzie palladowej.
Ostatnio Fleischmann i Pons /l/ oraz Jones i in. /2/ poinformowali o obser-
wacji zjawiska "zimnej fuzji" zachodzącej w deuterze nagromadzonym w elekt-
rodzie palladowej podczas elektrolizy ciężkiej wody. W poszukiwaniu tego
efektu zmierzono strumień neutronów z elektrolizera napełnionego elektrolitem
D2O+D2SO4 i D2O+LiOD. Detektorami neutronów były: licznik długi, licznik
scyntylacyjny z układem rozróżniania n-gamma oraz licznik przystosowany do
pomiaru wysokich strumieni neutronów lub fotonów. Nie zaobserwowano róż-
nicy pomiędzy strumieniem neutronów pochodzących z elektrolizera i z otocze-
nia. Określono górną granicę strumienia neutronów wytwarzanych w procesie
tzw. "zimnej fuzji".

BoftTKOBCKa, CTaHHCJiaB TjioBamcH, NIapnaH flcicyjia, 3óHrHeB

Mopo3, Bofiuex PaTHHbCKH, IleTp KeHH3e*aBCKH, IleTp lyjiTOBCKu: IIOHCKH

flgepHoro H3JiyneHHfl H3 xojiogHoro CHHTeaa B najmagneBOM ąjieKTpoge.

fcneJImMaHH H IIOHC / I / a Tarace MOHC / 2 / COOÓIUHJIH O HaóJODjieHHJi "

Horo CHHTesa" npoHCxoaamuM B aefiTepHH HaKomieHHHM B najmamieBO

ajieKTpone. B noHCKe 3Toro 3$$eKTa H3Niepajica noTOK HeftTpoHOB H3

KTpOJIH3epa HanOJIHeHHOrO 3JieKTp0JIHT0M D2O+D2SO4 H D2O+LiOD

B Ka^eCTBe HeKTpOHHHX fleTeKTOpOB HCnOJIB3OBajIlICB: "BCeBOJIHOBHlł

H H K " , cuHHTHjuiHmiOHHHB c^eT^HK co cxeMoft n ~ 7 pa3neJieHHfl, a

cmfHTHjDiamioHHitó c^eTtiHK npHcnocoóJieH iwa n3MepeHna HHTeHCHBHax

BcnuuieK HefiTpoHOB KJUI $OTOHOB. He oóHapyaceHO pa3HHua weiucf HOTOKOM

H3MepaeMUM B npMcyTCTBMH 3JieKTpojiH3epa HJIM <5e3 H e r o . O a e -

BepxHHfi npeneji noTOKa HeiłTpoHOB HaóJnojiaraimiica B npouecce " x o -

Jioimoro cHHTe3a".
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the scientific community was strongly agitated by a

possibility of " cold fusion " of deuterons stored in a

palladium electrode during the electrolysis of heavy water [1,23.

This effect got strong publicity and even for some time

occupied the headlines in newspapers, radio and TV News.

The reason is that it was claimed to be a potential source of

extremely cheap energy for common use.

The rather unusual form of publishing of experimental results,

chosen by the authors claiming priority in the discovery,

induced a secondary wave of experimental confirmations or

denials of this effect. Many of them were of rather uncertain or

even doubtful scientific value, often being advertised in a

sensational form in the everyday press prior or even instead of

scientific publications.

As to the physical conditions, required to reproduce the

effect, many of these experimental contributions often were not

consistent with the original papers. Others contradict each other.

Thus, few months after the first message about this phenomenon

appeared the effect itself was still very controversial and rather

elusive. Nevertheless, the increased rate of the cold fusion of

deuterons stored in the crystalline structure of Pd or other

metals (like e.g. Ti) or in some alloys is not fully excluded , as

yet , and leads to many extremely interesting consequences in

various branches of experimental nuclear physics as well as opens

some new and still unexplored «r<_:ć<K in t 11&< n'ef i cat calculations.
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There-fore it still attracts the attention of many groups o-f

experimentalists,, including ours. We -feel that a joint and

systematical effort of many groups performing solid experimental

work is required, before any definite conclusion is drawn about

the existence of the phenomenon discussed.

The present paper is intended to contribute to this systema-

tical experimental study of the problem.

The subject of the present, work was intentionally restricted

to the following:

<i> Only the nuclear signature of the d + d fusion was

considered as being searched for, namely the emission of

fast neutrons, secondary gamma rays and, accidentally,

the X-rays induced in Pd electrodes or the tritium content

of the electrolyte before and after the electrolysis.

The other effects, like the thermal one, were postponed.

Ir. our feeling its direct connection just to the nuclear

fussion process, as it is proposed e.g. in Ref. C13. is

too controversial and some other, not neccessariiy

nuclear reasons of their appearance can be found,

(ii) Only strong effects were subjects of the present study.

Flei shmann and Pons L1 _1 claimed to observe the neutron

4
fluxes so high as 10 neutrons/( sec* 4n). Jones et al.L2J

claimed to observe some 24 neutrons/<min * 4n). On the

other hand, there exists a natural background level of

fast neutrons and/or gamma photons from the cosmic radia-

tion. In our studies the strong effects are understood as

being directly detectable by counters in ordinary



laboratory conditions in a reasonable time, without any

special experimental precautions undertaken to supress the

cosmic background like e.g. the use of the anticoincidence

shielding detector arrays.

(iii) Only standard electrolysis was applied to accumulate

deuterium in Pd electrode. It is assumed that the process

is caused exclusively by the increase of the deuterium

density in Pd and the only role of the electrolysis is just

to accumulate the proper dsuteron density in the Pd crystal

structure. Thus, we expect to see the effect using only

ordinary means known as leading to the maximum concentra-

tion of the deuterium in Pd, i.e. applying the current

density of the optimum value of about 30 mA/cm Pd, or long

enough loading time, from few to few hundred hours etc..

Any search for existence of additional " tricks " in the

electrolysis which may cause other effects besides the

accumulation of the deuterium ions, was intentionally

excluded from the present work.

(iv) Both, a long term increase of the average rate of neutron

emission with the increase of the deuterium density in Pd

and a possible emission of short but intense bursts o-f

neutrons or gamma rays C33 were detected.

The intention of measurements completed by our group by the

=nd of May 1989 was to detect the phenomenon or to find the upper

limit of the effect within a priori accepted experimental

restrictions, which were listed just above.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Electrolysis

Palladium samples, of shapes listed in Table I, were supplied

by the mint factory of Warsaw. They were used as received.

The palladium samples were charged with deuterium in a standard

electrolytic cell, where the Pd cathode was symmetrically

surrounded by Pt counter electrode, without any separation of

cathodic and anodic spaces. The Pd electrodes were immersed in the

electrolyte to the effective length (Table I),only. The gas volume

of the cell was purged with argon, to dilute the 0̂ ,-0̂ , mixture

produced in the electrolytic process and to protect the

electrolyte from isotopic exchange with atmospheric moisture.

For the cathodes # 1 to 3 the DOU (99.57.) + 0. 1M D^SO^^ electrolyte

was used, while for the cathode # 4 the Do0 (99.5"/.) + 0.1 M LiUD

was appli ed.

TABLE I

# Cathode Size Anode

1 Pd tube dram: 6 mm Pt plate

thi c.k . : u. 25 mm

eff. length: 40 mm

2 Pd rod diam: 3 mm Pt wire

eff. length: 40 mm

3 Pd rod diam:10 mm Pt wire

eff. length: 40 mm

4 Pd plate thick: 3 mm Pt wire
2

eft. area: 3400 mm



As a rule, the dc current density of 30 mA/cni" F'd was chosen.

Only in the case o-f the cathodes # 3 and # 4 the current density

2 2
was varied from SO mA/cm Pd to 100 mA/cm Pd.

2.2 Detectors o-f fast neutrons and/or gamma rays

During the experiment the following detectors of fast neutrons

and/or gamma rays were used:

<i) The BF, + paraf fine detector of fast neutrons " Long-

Counter" of Me Kibben type [43 (LC). In this detector the

BF_, gas proportional counter surrounded by the paraffine

moderator is applied in geometry, assuring almost constant

detection efficiency of fast neutrons in the energy range

up to about 15 MeV. The detection efficiency of this

counter was measured using the calibrated Pu-Be neutron

source of known intensity. With the neutron source placed

in the position of the Pd electrode, the total efficiency

of this counter was found to be 2.7 10 "'. This counter was

used as the main detector of the effect.

(ii) The scintillation counter with 3" X 3" NE-213 liquid scin-

tillator and the XP-1020 photomultipi i er,with the neutron-

gamma discrimination using the pulse shape-distinguishing

method <PSD). This detector was in principle intended to

use only in the case, when the first one gives a

significant neutron signal. But, for the testing purpose,

few measurements of the 2 - dimensional spectra were

performed with and without the electrolysis.
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(iii) The scintillation detector of neutron or gamma bursts, (B).

It consisted of 2" X 3" NE - 102 plastic scint.il lator

+ photomultipli er XP-1020 charging the reference capacity.

The resulting charge was integrated every 8 seconds and its

value was recorded on the paper—type r&corder. The sensiti-

vity of this detector was measured with the calibrated

44
Cs gamma source and set to about 10 photons/(sec* 4n).

Response of this detector to the total number of counts in

the 8 second steps is linear until the saturation o+ the

photomultiplier output current due to the anode space

charge is reached and is totally independent on the counting

rate fluctuations within each step. The last feature is the

main advantage of this detector aver an ordinary oulse

integrator, which posses always a non—zero dead time and

exhibits the corresponding counting losses when Dulses

strongly overlap.

Measurements

Three cycles of measurements were performed correspondingly with

cathodes It 1, 2, and 3+4 as indicated in Table I. Some experimen-

tal conditions for each of these cycles are listed in Table II.

TABLE II

Cycle #

1

".>

•S

Pd #

1

2

3

4

T1 (h)

0

100

100

100

T2 (h)

5

1OO

100

100

I (mA)

30

30

30-100

30-100

Electrolyte

D2Q + D 2S0 4

II It

II II

D^D + LiOD

Detector

LC

LC,

LC,

LC,

B

B, PSD

B, PSD



Here: Tl means the time of preliminary charging of the Pd

electrode with deuterium, before the radiation detectors were

switched-on for the total measuring time 12. The symbols "LC", "B"

and "PSD" means respectively: Long Counter, Burst detector and

Pulse Shape Distinguishing detector. All measurements were

performed in two underground rooms, both placed in the cellar of

the laboratory building but having different wall thicknesses.

The room # 1 was a normal underground laboratory, while the room

# 2 is build of the heavy concrete walls and covered by the

ceiling of 1.5 meter thickness. Additionally, in the latter case,

the LC counter was shielded by of 40 cm paraffine + boron bricks

and cadmium sheets shielding to reduce the background from cosmic

neutrons. During the measurements the BF..T long counter and the

radiationburst detector were continuously watching the

electrolytic cell, while the n-gamma shape distinguishing detector

was used only occasionally.

The neutron counting rate was measured with the ion current

switched-on and -off and, sometimes, with the electrolytic cell

removed far from the detectors. The accumulation times of the

statistics in the counters were varied from 1000 seconds to about

twelve hours and repeated if necessary and possible. After each

cycle was completed, the total amount of the deuterium accmulated

in the Pd cathode was found by weighing the sample before and

after deuterium being removed by a prolonged heating above 300 C,

i. e. the critical temperature of the Pd - PdD system.

Independently, the Pd cathode # 3 was also investigated using

the X-ray diffractometer, what enabled us to test guite

indenendentiv the D/Pd ratio in the -s..smp I f? I.';.'.!.
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2.4 Data evaluation

During the measurements the average flux of neutrons with the

electrolytic current switched-on and -off were evaluated -for

di-f-ferent measuring times and then was properly weighted to obtain

the average value o-f the effect + cosmic background and,

separately, the background level. In the case when these numbers

were different by less than 1 standard deviation, the absence of

the effect was postulated and the whole counting statistics was

summed-up to obtain the average background level B + SB. Then,

the upper limit for the neutron flux excess due to the

electrolysis was evaluated using the formula:

ON = SB/ ( £ * T ) L neutrons/( min * 4n) 1 (2.1)

where e — is the total efficiency of the neutron counter, and T

is the total measuring time in minutes.

To calculate the corresponding X - parameter of Jones et al.

E23 one needs the number of the interacting deuteron pairs in the

Pd cathode. This last value was obtained from the total mass M of

the deuterium stored. The lower limit for \ was calculated

as in Ref [23 :

\ = <5N/ (60 * Pd * D/Pd ) in/ d-pair/sec 2 (2.2.)

where Pd is the number of palladium atoms and the ratio of the

deuterons to the Pd atoms, D/'Pd, is about 1. If the value of 6B in

(2.1) is chosen to be equal to one standard deviation, then the

values of <5N and X. calculated by means of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)

correspond to 63 percent confidence limit.



To test of the storage of the deuterium, in the cathode .the

D / Pd ratio was evaluated to compare with a standard value, which

is usually claimed to be in the range 0.7-0.8.

In the case of the PSD neutron detector the resulting 2-dimen-

sional spectra were inspected in the area where events

corresponding to the emission of fast neutrons of proper energy-

were expected.

The observed statistics < in practice — only few events in

each spectrum ) was comparable with that measured for the cosmic

ray background only.

The indications of the paper—tape recorder of the neutron-

burst detector were searched for the presence of large fluctu-

ations, say, exceeding 10 times the ordinary fluctuations of the

photomultipler current, which should indicate the emission of the

radiation burst in the preceeding 8-second period of the charge

integration.

The data were evaluated separately for each of the 3 cycles

of measurements, which differs from each other by the type of the

Pd cathode used.

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Neutron and/or gamma detection

During the measurements, no indications have been obtained for

the presence of additional neutron emission from the Pd + D

electrolyser with respect, to the cosmic-ray level. No case of the

neutron or qamma burst was observed. I he indications from the
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2~dimensional PSD spectra were consistent with the cosmic ray

background. In Table III the values o-f background level recorded

by the LC counter, the upper limits N -for the neutron flux from

the Pd + D source and the amounts o-f deuterium stored in the Pd

cathode as well as the corresponding values o-f the upper limit o-f

X parameter, sre presented.

The X values from Table III are calculated using Eq. (2.2)

•for the value of 3 standard deviations i.e. give the upper limit

of the effect with the confidence level of 0.997.

TABLE III

Cycle # B + ÓB

pul ses/min/4rc

ON M X

n/min/4n D number fusion/D-pair/sec

1.395 0.0BO 29.0

0.226 0.012 4.3

0.311 0.006 2.3

.20
4 .

2 .

7 .

3 5

0 7

16

10

i o 2

IQ1*"

'^-

3

3 .

1 .

1 .

3

1

6

10

10

1 0

•21

Conclusi ans

The upper limits for 6N or X should be compared with those

published in Refs 1113 and L"2.'.l. f-leishmann and Pans C13 claimed the

4
value of 3 # 10 neutrons/ (sec* 4n) emitted from Pd cathodes while

Jones et al.C23 report the number of 4.1*10 '"'neutrons/sec detected

with the efficiency of 0.01 (or X = 10 J~'~ fusions / D-pair/sec).

Comparison of these numbers with ours shows that in our ex-

perimental conditions, restricted as it was described in the tir st

section of this paper, these published values are not confirmed.
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The observed level of the natural background agrees reasonably

well with estimation given in C53 -for the background level of -fast

neutrons -from the interaction of the primary cosmic relativistic

protons with the atmosphere.

The neutron bursts o-f 10& neutrons/ (sec * 4n) claimed in C3]

were also not confirmed in our experiments.

From these results one can draw two alternative conclusions:

(1) The effect claimed in Refs C 1 3 and C23 does not exist or it

does not exceed the upper limits reported in Table IIJ.

(ii) The cold fusion effect requires going away from the

standard experimental conditions listed in Sect.2.

The first conclusions are rather trivial. It only suggests

that new experiments could be done with higher sensitivity and a

lower background level. In our experimental conditions it could be

done using new, more effective neutron counters, like high pres-

sure proportional He gas counters and using the anticoincidence

detector array for the shielding against the cosmic rays, as well

as still improved neutron shielding o+ the detectors.

More interesting seems to us to discuss the second alternative.

In the course of hot discussions concerning the cold fusion

effect there were many ideas which can indicate what this

departure from the standard conditions should mean.

Let's list some of them:

(i) The first is that the increase of the cross-section for

D + D fusion is caused not only by simple increase of the

deuterium density in the Pd cathode but by more complicated

effects present du« -:u the (ientennni ions beinp tarn It in

t h e 1 c r y s t a l . E,(. r'.iri.i.u- c o f i <i i>< t i i F • o r e s e i i t e o t ti osc

e l e c t r o n s t r o n t.lit- i T H U I M C ! i vi • \ b.yii.d.
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This would lead e.g. to an extraordinary lowering o-f- the

effective Coulomb barrier between two fusing deuteions.

Thus, D + D fusion would depend not on lv on the average

density of the deuterium stored but also on a particular

positions occupied by deuterons in the crystal structure.

This would remind us of a kind of unknown phase transition

of the system D + Pd in which D + D fusion is strongly

enhanced. Of course, to control such particular state one

will require additional experimental means, except of the

ordinary electrolysis. Up to now, no such special expe-

rimental steps consciously undertaken are known from the

literature including original Refs Ł 1 3 and C2U.

In our investigations, to make a trial for such nonstan-

dard experiment, one of the Pd cathodes loaded w:i th

deuterium was rapidly cooled down in the liquid nitrogen

and then slowly warmed-up to the normal temperature. During

this, the neutron detectors were continuously watching the

sample. Our intention was to test the idea that neutrons

are emitted from the P<J + D structure when defects in the

crystal structure are formed. Also in this trial no effect

was observed.

in) The second idea is that the ratio of the emission •;••

neutrons to charged particles, like p and t., is strong lv

changed if the deuterium is stored in the crvstal ctn.ir-

ture. One idea of this kind comes from Uhlczvnsti i Vi

and, independently from Paolo C63. It says that the d +• d

reaction, which in normal conditions goes through the

fusion of both partners and next via the deexcitation of

He nucleus via the n + °He and p + t channels with
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approximately equal probability, in the Pd cryst.al

in the presence of strong supression of fusion due

to the Coulomb barrier may still go by another mechanism,

namely, by direct absorption o-f one of neutrons in the kind

of the Oppenheimer-Phi11 ips (0-P) process. This leads to

the emission of p + t particles exclusively, with the

channel n + ""He being strongly supressed. This O—P process

is well known for other low energy (d,p) reactions but for

d + d reaction at. higher energies is strongly masked by

D + D fusion, may play a significant role for thermal

energies because it does not depend on the Coulomb barrier

between the interacting partners. Moreover, deuterons

stored in the crystal structure are subject to the relati-

vely strong electrical fields, so that the probability of

the shape polarization of the deuterium could be enhanced.

This polarization means some increase of the average

distance between neutron and proton bound in the deuteron

or, in other words, some admixture o-f the free np state to

the deuteron ground state in the crystal. This admixture

would strongly enhance the one—neutron transfer from one

deuteron to another. Such mechanism, except of clear

supression of the neutron emission channel in comparison

with the conventional d + d fusion, would still give emis-

sion of fast protons and tritons as well as the secondary

X—rays from the Pd electrode. In our work the emission of

X-rays and the presence of an excess of tritium in the

elertrnl ytp were nr <= 1 i mi 11 -n i I • senri hen (or, both with the

iiH(Wt l v e r e s u l t s . I lit- ••<-... m u ' idt'.i cuna.»s f r o m l i r y ' i n s h I / )

who suggested a [ioi;- ibi 1 i tv ot fusion U + I) in the



crystal without the subsequent decay of the excited alpha

particle in the ordinarv wav but by a radiat i oni ess deesci-

tation via coherent excitation of the Fd crystal degrees of

freedom. It seems that, this suggestion, although quite qua-

litative, cannot be rejected at once, before the proper cai-

culations are done. h; ::per i mental 1 y it would mean a larae nro-

4
duction of He in the Pd rathode in the absence of neutrons.

In fact, to our knowledge no sneer i men-fs were were done tor

4
the presence of He in the l-'d sample, as vet. But it can De

relatively easy to perform it in several ways, if necessary.
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